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client’s change of heart, the Supreme Judicial Court of Maine dismissed the 
ethics complaint against Nadeau.[ 

Xventually the engagement endedband litigation between Nadeau and 
the former client began.10  The litigation in turn led to another disciplinary 
proceeding against Nadeau, relating to alleged abuse of his judicial office in 
the course of prosecuting the civil action.11  ]n addition, two attorneys 
departed Nadeau’s firm following the revelation of the affair, and Nadeau 
became embroiled in litigation with them.12  These events led to additional 
disciplinary action against Nadeau based on his conduct towards his former 
colleagues, both in his capacity as an attorney13 and a judge.14  Thus, while 
Nadeau was ultimately disciplined for improper conduct related to the affair 
with his client, he was never disciplined for the seUual relations that triggered 
the ordeal. 

Nadeau’s case illustrates the need for a clear eUpress prohibition on 
attorney-client seUual relations, such as that found in the American Bar 
Association’s ^cABAd_ Model Rules of Vrofessional Conduct ^cMRVCd_ at 
Model Rule 1.8^j_ ^hereinafter cModel Rule 1.8^j_d_, which states that c`ae 
lawyer shall not have seUual relations with a client unless a consensual seUual 
relationship eUisted between them when the client-lawyer relationship 
commenced.d15 

While the ABA recommended that each state adopt Model Rule 1.8^j_ 
in 2001,16 prior to October 2018, Maine had not done so.17  The record does 
 

 [. Bd. of Overseers v. Nadeau, No. Bar-05-03, 2006 Me. WX\]S 167, at *2-3 ^Mar. 2, 2006_. 
 10. Nadeau v. frydrych, 2014 MX 154, Z 3, 108 A.3d 1254, 1255. 
! 11"! #$!%& Nadeau4!2017 MX 1[1, ZZ 16-17, 170 A.3d 255, 258-5[g #$!%&!Nadeau, 2016 MX 116, 
Z 50, 144 A.3d 1161, 1175. 
 12. Nadeau v. Nadeau,!2008 MX 147, Z 3, [57 A.2d 108, 111g!5&&!6758!Mcharry v. Nadeau, 
No. Ca-03-267, 2005 Me. Super. WX\]S 814!at *10 ^July 2[, 2005_. 
! 13"! (&&!Bd. of Overseers v. Nadeau, No. Bar-05-03, 2006 Me. WX\]S 167, at *3-5 ^Mar. 2, 
2006_  ^publicly reprimanding Nadeau for ^i_ direct contact with his former colleagues during the 
litigation, in violation of Maine Bar R. 3.6^f_, which prohibits such direct contact with represented 
persons, and ^ii_ cdiscourteous and degradingd conduct towards the judge who refused to seal 
records related to Nadeau’s affair, in violation of Maine Bar R. 3.7^e_^2_^vi__. 
!

 ! 12
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At the root of the cases highlighted by nMeToo is an imbalance of 
power. 22  The legal profession has an important role in these movements, 
acting as a check on the power imbalances.23  And yet, the legal profession 
has its own nMeToo problem.  ]n recent years, allegations of seUual 
impropriety have surfaced against several state and federal judges, including 
cases in Nebraska, New mork, Montana, Vennsylvania, oansas, and 
California.24  
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While some recent scholarship looks at nMeToo, seUual harassment, and 
seUual assault within the legal professionbespecially with regard to the 
provisions of Model Rule 8.4^g_ regarding seUual discrimination and 
harassment34bthere is little recent scholarship eUamining jurisdictional 
variations on Model Rule 1.8^j_.  furthermore, there is little scholarship 
addressing attorney seUual conduct with a client representative when the 
client is an organilation. 

This article attempts to provide such information and analysis with the 
hope that a better ethical rule can emerge.  Vart ]] eUamines the reasons for 
an eUpress prohibition on attorney-client seUual relations and the 
development of Model Rule 1.8^j_.  Vart ]]] eUamines some of the different 
state approaches to regulating attorney-client seUual relations, with analysis 
of some of the arguments raised against the adoption of an eUpress 
prohibition.  Vart ]a looks at the variation among states with regard to 
attorney seUual relations where the client is a corporate or other 
organilational entity.  Vart a proposes a new model rule that takes into 
consideration the issues raised herein, in an effort to better protect both the 
integrity of the attorney-client relationship and the profession as a whole. 

]].  THX NXXD fOR AN X\VRXSS VROH]B]T]ON ON ATTORNXm-CW]XNT 
SX\YAW RXWAT]ONS 

The attorney-client relationship is a fiduciary relationship.35  As a 
fiduciary, the attorney owes the client the duty of care, consistent with a 
certain minimum level of skill or eUpertise as well as diligence, and the duty 
of loyalty and fidelity, including the duties of confidentiality, candor, and 
disclosure.36  ]t is fundamental to the attorney-client relationship that the 
attorney faithfully, honestly, and consistently represent the interests and 
protect the rights of the clientband the attorney must fulfill these duties to 
the client with the highest degree of fidelity and in utmost good faith.37  Trust, 
confidence, open and honest communication, and unbiased judgment are key 
components of the relationship.38 

The ABA, in drafting the MRVC, recogniled the importance of the 
attorney’s fiduciary relationship to his or her client.  The Vreamble to the 
MRVC reflects these eUpectationsi 

 

! 34"! ."T", Badesch, 5C9%6!note!21, at 4[8. 
 35. 7 AM. JYR. 2D 2::8%$&J5!6:!16V t 138 ^201[_. 
! 36"! #'"!t 13[. 
! 37"! #'" 
! 38"! #'" 
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As a representative of clients, a lawyer performs various functions.  As 
advisor, a lawyer provides a client with an informed understanding of the 
client’s legal rights and obligations and eUplains their practical 
implications.  As advocate, a lawyer lealously asserts the client’s position 
under the rules of the adversary system.  As negotiator, a lawyer seeks a 
result advantageous to the client but consistent with reruirements of honest 
dealings with others.  As an evaluator, a lawyer acts by eUamining a client’s 
legal affairs and reporting about them to the client or to others. 

. . . . 
]n all professional functions a lawyer should be competent, prompt and 

diligent.  A lawyer should maintain communication with a client concerning 
the representation.  A lawyer should keep in confidence information relating 
to representation of a client eUcept so far as disclosure is reruired or 
permitted by the Rules of Vrofessional Conduct or other law.3[ 
But the MRVC Vreamble also makes clear that the attorney’s duties 

eUtend to society.40  The attorney must not only represent the client’s interests 
but must do so in a manner that reflects positively on the profession, given 
that lawyers are often the intermediary between the average citilen and the 
administration of justice.41  SeUual relationships between attorneys and 
clients jeopardile this public duty as well.42 

These dual considerations must be kept in mind when reviewing the 
rules regarding attorney-client seUual relations, embodied by Model Rule 
1.8^j_.  Additionally, while other scholars have addressed the genesis of 
Model Rule 1.8^j_,43 a brief review is helpful to understanding some of the 
concerns relating to adoption as well as state variation in approach to 
attorney-client seUual relations. 

 

 3[. MODXW RYWXS Of VROf’W CONDYCT 
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Model Rule 1.8^j_ initially was proposed in conjunction with the ABA’s 
Commission on Xvaluation of the Rules of Vrofessional Conduct ̂ the cXthics 
2000 Commissiond_.44  Created in 1[[7, the Xthics 2000 Commission sought 
to review and propose updates to the MRVC given changes in the law and the 
legal profession since adoption fourteen years prior.45  ]n particular, the 
Xthics 2000 Commission found that the MRVC insufficiently addressed 
certain ethical problems, lacked sufficient clarity in others, and were not 
adopted uniformly or consistently among jurisdictions.46  With regard to 
seUual relations between attorneys and clients, the Xthics 2000 Commission 
recogniled an eUcessive number of complaints involving attorney seUual 
misconduct47bsome commenters referred to the problem as the profession’s 
cdirty little secret.d48 

At its April 1[[8 meeting, the Xthics 2000 Commission first considered 
a broad prohibition on attorney-client seUual relationsi 

^k_ A lawyer shall not have seUual relations with a current client unless 
a consensual seUual relationship eUisted between them when the lawyer-
client relationship commenced.  for purposes of this paragraphi 

^1_ vSeUual relations’ means seUual intercourse or any other intentional 
touching of the intimate parts of a person or causing the person to touch the 
intimate parts of the lawyer. 

^2_ ]f the client is an organilation, any individual who oversees the 
representation and gives instructions to the lawyer on behalf of the 
organilation is deemed to be the client.  ]n-house attorneys while 
representing governmental or corporate entities are governed by Rule 1.7 
rather than by this rule with respect to seUual relations with other employees 
of the entity they represent. 

^3_ This paragraph does not prohibit a lawyer from engaging in seUual 
relations with a client of the lawyer’s firm provided that the lawyer has no 
involvement in the performance of the legal work for the client.4[ 
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Thus, as initially proposed, Model Rule 1.8^j_ not only prohibited seUual 
relations between attorneys and clients ^eUcept for those seUual relationships 
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The Xth
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Commission eUpressly sought to remedy.  Vart ]]] eUamines that variance, 
offering analysis as to the relative strengths and weaknesses of the different 
jurisdictional approaches as well as discussing objections to adoption of 
eUpress prohibitions.  Vart ]a looks at the variance among states with regard 
to attorney seUual relations where the client is a corporate or other 
organilational entity, and issue that Model Rule 1.8^j_ does not eUpressly 
address.  Vart a proposes a new model rule that incorporates some of the 
features from different state approaches.  

]]].  STATX AVVROACHXS TO ATTORNXm-CW]XNT SX\YAW RXWAT]ONSH]VSi 
MODXW RYWX 1.8^J_ AS THX BASXW]NX  

With regard to seUual relationships between attorneys and individual 
clients, twenty-two states have adopted Model Rule 1.8^j_ verbatim.61  
Another seven states have adopted rules substantially similar to Model Rule 
1.8^j_, with some slight language differences.  for eUample, California 
eUplicitly eUempts seUual relationships between attorneys and spouses or 
registered domestic partners.62  Although Model Rule 1.8^j_ is silent on this 
point, this is largely a distinction without difference. 

California’s rule also defines cseUual relationsd and provides that the 
California State Bar must first consider whether the client will be burdened 
unduly by the investigation before pursuing disciplinary action against the 
attorney.63  Minnesota’s rule does the same.64  Oregon,65 West airginia,66 and 
Wisconsin67 also adopt the model rule’s language while adding a definition 
of cseUual relations,d but none of the three states reruire an assessment of the 
impact on the client before initiating a disciplinary action. 

 

 61. AR]w. RYWXS Of VROf’W CONDYCT r. 1.8^j_ ^201[_g ARo. RYWXS Of VROf’W CONDYCT r. 
1.8^j_ ^201[_g CONN. RYWXS Of VROf’W CONDYCT r. 1.8^j_ ^201[_g DXW. RYWXS Of VROf’W 
CONDYCT r. 1.8^j_ ^201[_g ]ND. RYWXS Of VROf’W CONDYCT r. 1.8^j_ ^201[_g om. RYWXS Of VROf’W 
CONDYCT r. 3.130^1.8_^j_ ^201[_g N.H. RYWXS Of VROf’W CONDYCT r. 1.8^j_ ^201[_g N.M. RYWXS 
Of VROf’W CONDYCT r. 16-108^J_ ^201[_g VA. RYWXS Of VROf’W CONDYCT r. 1.8^j_ ^201[_g aT. 
RYWXS Of VROf’W CONDYCT r. 1.8^j_ ^201[_g COWO.
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Washington68 and Nevada6[ have both adopted Model Rule 1.8^j_, but 
each add language addressing the rule’s applicability when the seUual 
relationship is with a representative or constituent of a client.  Minnesota,70 
Oregon,71 and Wisconsin72 also eUpressly address the issue of seUual 
relationships with client representatives or constituents.  The issue of seUual 
relationships between attorneys and client representatives or constituents is 
discussed in depth, @$D%6, in Vart ]a. 

five states have rules that are substantially stronger than Model Rule 
1.8^j_.  Of all states, ]owa’s rule may be the strongesti 

A lawyer shall not have seUual relations with a client, or a 
representative of a client, unless the person is the spouse of the lawyer or 
the seUual relationship predates the initiation of the client-lawyer 
relationship.  Xven in these provisionally eUempt relationships, the lawyer 
should strictly scrutinile the lawyer’s behavior for any conflicts of interest 
to determine if any harm may result to the client or to the representation.  ]f 
there is any reasonable possibility that the legal representation of the client 
may be impaired, or the client harmed by the continuation of the seUual 
relationship, the lawyer should immediately withdraw from the legal 
representation.
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SeUual relationships that predate the client-lawyer relationship are not 
prohibited.  ]ssues relating to the eUploitation of the fiduciary relationship 
and client dependency are diminished when the seUual relationship eUisted 
prior to the commencement of the client-lawyer relationship.  However, 
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influence in connection with seUual activity.85  The use of coercion, 
intimidation, or undue influence to take advantage of a client relationship 
would be prohibited in a number of conteUts, not just seUual relations.86  
Therefore, it is unclear whether New mork’s rule actually prohibits seUual 
relations between attorneys and clients outside of the domestic relations 
conteUt. 

four other states have rules restricting attorney-client seUual 
relationships, but none of the four provide substantially robust client 
protections thereunder.  Alabama87
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That these rules may prohibit some attorney conduct that is perfectly 
legitimate, or allow some conduct that is illegitimate, does not generate the 
controversy that Model Rule 1.8^j_ does.103 

Why, then, is seU differenty  airtually all jurisdictions eUpressly 
recognile the inherent risks to representation posed by attorney-client seUual 
relations.104  
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attorney-client seU is well within the sphere of government action given this 
framework.122 
Vrofessor Seymore asserts that the regulation of attorney-client seUual 

relationships is not about dictating when or with whom an attorney can have 
a seUual relationshipbit is about dictating the circumstances under which an 
attorney can represent a client.123 

While the author is sympathetic to the privacy arguments, he agrees with 
Vrofessor Seymore’s conclusions.  The practice of lawb
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]a.  ATTORNXm-CW]XNT SX\YAW RXWAT]ONS WHXN THX CW]XNT ]S AN 
ORhAN]wAT]ONi MODXW RYWX 1.8^J_’S SHORTCOM]NhS AND STATX 
AVVROACHXS TO THX ]SSYX 

When the client is an organilational entity rather than an individual, 
concerns about power imbalances may not be as significant.127  And yet, that 
does not mean that power imbalances are insignificant.  Organilational 
representatives and constituents certainly place their trust and confidence in 
the entity’s counsel, and attorney fiduciary duties are not avoided simply by 
the fact that a client takes a corporate form.  furthermore, even if there were 
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Alaska’s rule perhaps most clearly reconciles the approach of Model 
Rule 1.8 with Model Rule 1.13, effectively codifying Comment 1[ and also 
eUpressly incorporating its Rule 1.13i 

for purposes of this rule, when the client is an organilation, cclientd means 
a constituent of the organilation who supervises, directs, or regularly 
consults with that lawyer concerning the organilation’s legal matters.  See 
Rule 1.13^h_ for the definition of cconstituent.d146 
Thus, Alaska’s Rule 1.8, by its own terms, is an eUception to Rule 1.13.  

Alaska’s approach therefore offers protection to clients and client 
representatives while at the same time avoiding statutory construction issues 
under Rule 1.13. 

Washington takes a similar tack by eUpressly eUtending its prohibition 
to any crepresentative of a current client if the seUual relations would, or 
would likely, damage or prejudice the client in the representation.d 147  
Washington does not eUpressly reference Rule 1.13 within Rule 1.8, but 
Washington’s Comment 1[ does reference Rule 1.13.148 

]owa also forbids an attorney from engaging in seUual relations with a 
crepresentative of a client.d 14[  ]t does notbwithin the rule or by commentb
eUpressly reference Rule 1.13.150  Oregon does the same.151  Both states have 
adopted versions of Comment 1[, which, when combined with the teUtual 
distinction between cclientd and crepresentative of a client,d is probably 
sufficient to address the organilational client.152 
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 ^2_ for purposes of this rule, when the client is an organilation, cclientd 
means a constituent of the organilation who supervises, directs, or regularly 
consults with that lawyer concerning the organilation’s legal matters. See 
Rule 1.13 for the definition of cconstituentdg 
 ^3_ Xven in a seUual relationship provisionally eUempt under 
paragraphs ^1_ and ^2_ above, the lawyer’s behavior should be strictly 
scrutiniled for any conflicts of interest to determine if any harm may result 
to the client or to the representation. 
 ^4_ ]f there is any reasonable possibility that the legal representation of 
the client may be impaired, or the client harmed by the initiation or 
continuation of a seUual relationship, the lawyer shall decline or 
immediately withdraw from the legal representation pursuant to Rule 1.16. 
The proposed rule more thoroughly addresses the concerns raised by this 

article than either Model Rule 1.8^j_ or any state-adopted version thereof.  
first, the proposed rule embraces Model Rule 1.8^j_’s clear black letter 
prohibition on attorney-client seUual relations, and also eUtends the 
prohibition to solicitation of seUual re
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Xthics 2000 Commission had in mind in crafting a prohibition on attorney-
client seUual relations, and the author would encourage the ABA and the 
individual states to reassess their rules to meet the challenges facing the 
profession today. 

a]. CONCWYS]ON 

The legal profession has a nMeToo problembbut the public attention 
also represents an opportunity to build a better profession.  The power 
imbalances that are at the heart of the problem of seUual harassment, assault, 
and abuse are a risk not only to employees within the profession, but also to 
clients.  States that have thus far refused to adopt any eUpress prohibition on 
attorney-client seUual relations should now do so. 

furthermore, just as the Xthics 2000 Commission re-eUamined ethics 
obligations in response to a changing world and built upon the foundation 
laid by the MRVC’s 1[83 formulation, the profession today should re-
eUamine its current approach to attorney-client seUual relations and build 
upon the foundation laid by the Model Rule 1.8^j_.  States that have 
eUperimented with different variations on prohibitions have identified a 
number of ways that the model rule can be improved.  The author’s proposed 
rule incorporates several of those variations into a clearer rule offering 
substantive guidance to the practitioner.   While the proposed rule certainly 
will not satisfy all objections to an eUpress prohibition, it is the author’s hope 
that it at least advances the discussion towards the development of a better 
ethical baseline. 

 
information sharing among business clients should be presumed due to the nature of that business 
service model_. 


